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A modern boss in a cut-throat business
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It has won countless awards, helped turn HBO into a dominant pay-television force and gripped 
audiences all over the world. But after eight years on the air, The Sopranos comes to an end on Sunday 
when the final episode of the mafia drama is broadcast in the US.

The programme, which follows the emotionally turbulent Tony Soprano and the New Jersey crime family
he controls, is realistic, blackly comic and extremely violent. It is also a telling portrait of a modern chief 
executive.

As head of the dominant New Jersey family, Tony runs the equivalent of a small conglomerate with
interests in several disparate businesses. “Waste management”, illegal bookmaking and racketeering
are, admittedly, not the hallmarks of a normal company. Still, throughout the show’s history Tony has
employed strategies used by more conventional businesses.

Like many chief executives, he has jumped on the outsourcing bandwagon. As cost-conscious US
managers shift operations overseas, so has Tony although, unlike them, he is not driven by cost
concerns. He requires efficiency and complete secrecy, so outsources sensitive “hits”, using imported
Italian killers, who fly to New Jersey incognito to complete their gruesome tasks.

He uses face-to-face meetings to diffuse tensions. Much like Rupert Murdoch, who has pressed for a 
meeting with members of the Bancroft family to explain his bid for Dow Jones, Tony understands the
value of maintaining strong personal relationships. The volatile Phil Leotardo, new head of the rival New
York crime family, has been kept in check by plenty of face time and Tony’s willingness to compromise
(as the series draws to a close the relationship between the pair looks set to meet a bloody end).

Tony has also had to move with the times and accept diversity in the workplace. When Vito Spatafore,
one of the Soprano gang members, who happened to be a “good earner”, was unwittingly revealed to be
homosexual, Tony faced pressure from more bigoted members of the family to cast him out. However,
he decided that Spatafore should be judged only on his ability. This progressive stance failed to prevent
Spatafore being brutally murdered by Leotardo.

Like every good chief executive, Tony understands his business from the ground up and is capable of 
structuring complex financial transactions. In a recent episode, he negotiated a deal to buy contraband 
prescription drugs from a Canadian gangster. Part of the cash component owed by Tony was offset by 
having one of his employees carry out a murder on behalf of the vendor.

Unlike the titans who run modern corporate America, he is prepared to kill to get his own way. But in
most other respects – he is ruthlessly ambitious and self-obsessed – he has more in common with the
executives running the world’s biggest companies than they would probably care to admit.

The writer is the FT’s Los Angeles correspondent
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